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“My husband was
proud to be a
Gurkha and to wear
these medals. I’m
just glad to have
this memory of
him.”

PENSION INCREASE FOR
VETERANS AND WIDOWS
At the beginning of July we increased
the Welfare Pension we currently
provide to around 5,000 Gurkha
veterans and widows living in the hills
of Nepal.
As a result, people like Nanda Kumari
Gurung (pictured) will have an extra
500 Nepali Rupees per month to help
support her family - in recognition
of the bravery of her late Gurkha
husband. Aitasing fought in World
War Two but sadly passed away
almost 30 years ago.
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A word from our Director
Most importantly, we’ve increased
the Welfare Pension we provide
to vulnerable Gurkha veterans and
widows again this year. Although £75
a month may sound a small amount
here in the UK, for almost 5,000
people across Nepal, it makes all the
difference.

OUR NEW APPROACH
Welcome to this slightly longer than
usual edition of Samachara. As you
know, we publish these newsletters
three times a year. With the next
one not due out until February 2019,
I wanted to update you on all of the
incredible work our team are doing in
Nepal thanks to your help.

As you’ll read over the following
pages, it’s been a busy quarter for
us, as well as a transformational
one. We mentioned in previous
correspondence that we were
changing the way we deliver aid in
Nepal. I’m pleased to report that
this change process is coming to
its conclusion. The restructure of
our services is complete and our
pensioners are benefiting enormously

Front page cont...
Nanda never remarried and speaks
lovingly of her late husband. When
we visited her recently, she showed
us not only the four medals, which
he used to wear with pride, but also
his service book. On it, scrawled by
his commanding officer over 65 years
ago, it says:

Nanda agrees wholeheartedly with
the description. When the war
finished Aitasing was one of the few
soldiers kept on by the British Army.
He went on to serve in Malaysia
before being discharged as a result
of ill health - he had contracted
tuberculosis.

“Rifleman Aitasing Gurung. Height:
5’4”. Military conduct: exemplary.
Testimonial: a very hardworking,
trustworthy man. Reliable and loyal
by nature.”

Having served as a Gurkha for nine
years, he fell short of the 15 years
required to receive an Army pension.
Thanks to our supporters, we were
able to step in and
provide the couple with a
vital income - our Welfare
Pension.

LIFE FOR NANDA
T O D AY
Around 20 years ago,
Nanda moved from her
home village to Pokhara
where her son had found
a job as a security guard.
She now lives close to
our local Welfare Centre,
which means it’s much
easier for the 88-year-old
to visit and receive her
pension, as well as access
our medical care.
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as a result. We already have a number
of cases of life-saving medical care
being given to patients in their homes
- people who otherwise may not have
been reached. Our new medical clinics
are operating to a high standard
and our staff are adapting brilliantly
to their new ‘roving’ roles. None of
this would be possible without you thank you.
That said, there is a way to go and
as these new practices bed in across
Nepal we will face challenges, but
I’m confident there’ll be nothing
insurmountable with our dedicated
supporters behind us.
Thanks so much,
Al Howard, Director

“It’s been nearly 30
years since we started
receiving the pension.
It has made a huge
difference to our
lives. Today, I use it
to support my family
...I’m very grateful to
everyone who helps to
pay for my pension.”
As we entered the new Nepali
financial year (on 1 July 2018), the
monthly Welfare Pension increased
from 10,500 to 11,000 Nepali Rupees,
bringing the total monthly amount to
around £75.
The rate is recalculated each year
using the costs of a ‘shopping
basket’ of essential
goods in Nepal such as
rice, vegetables and
cooking oil.
We need your
continued support to
ensure that people like
Nanda do not struggle to survive,
with no equivalent welfare service in
Nepal.

Working with inflation

T H E VA LU E O F O U R W E L FA R E P E N S I O N O V E R T H E L A S T T E N
Y E A R S A L O N G S I D E T H E N P R - G B P E X C H A N G E R AT E VA LU E

Our work is primarily funded by kind
people like you. We raise money here
and spend it on aid for veterans,
widows and their communities in
Nepal. As a result, the state of the
economy both in the UK and in
Nepal, and the resulting changes
to the exchange rate are extremely
important to us.

I N F L AT I O N R AT E S
In previous years, Nepal has had high
levels of inflation, which averaged at
around 10% between 2009 and 2016
and peaked at around 18% in 2010
and 2011. This created rapidly rising
prices in Nepal and so often our costs
were unpredictable, particularly for
the work we do building schools and
water projects - given the amount of
materials and manpower needed for
such tasks.
During that time, with Nepal’s level
of inflation way above ours here in
the UK, the exchange rate between
the two currencies changed, dropping
the value of the Nepali Rupee (NPR)
to the British Pound (GBP) to bring
prices back in line. This worked in our

favour until 2008 when the banks
collapsed and the GBP dropped in
value.

the resulting cost to us remained
almost the same, with the exchange
rate working in our favour.

The GBP then recovered until 2016
when the pound dropped once again.
As a result, the rate of exchange
between GBP and NPR only recovered
to the levels of 2008 earlier this year.

The graph above shows the value
of the Welfare Pension over the
last ten years alongside the GBP
value of the time. As you can see, as
we’ve adapted the Pension amount
in line with the Nepali economy, the
exchange rate has followed suit for
the most part. Essentially, when the
red line (GBP) stays below the blue
(Welfare Pension) we are able to
deliver more for our money.

In Summer 2016, inflation in India,
closely followed by Nepal, started
dropping quite rapidly from over 11%
to below 4% by the end of the year.
Since then it has stayed in the region
of 3% to 5%.

W E L FA R E P E N S I O N
VA LU E
As we changed the monthly Welfare
Pension in Nepal at the beginning of
July (from 10,500 NPR to 11,000 NPR)

We know this won’t always be the
case, which is why the money you
donate to help us support these
vulnerable people is essential to
ensure they are able to live with the
dignity they deserve no matter the
financial landscape we work in.
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Back to school!
Students at Shree Gram Kalyan Basic
School smile for the camera outside
their new building.
Established in 1952, the school takes
pupils from nursery age all the way
through to grade eight (16 year-olds).
At an altitude of over 2,000 meters,
the school can be tricky to get to for
pupils. Many travel up to the school
on foot from a local village called
Kalaun, which takes around two
hours every morning. Pupils proudly
tell us it only takes them an hour
on the way home though! For our
team, the school is a two-hour drive
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off-road from our nearest Welfare
Centre in Lamjung.
Like many schools in Nepal, Gram
Kalyan was damaged in the 2015
earthquakes. Though they were able
to continue teaching on the premises,
the damaged building was not safe,
and last year we began working with
the community in Nayum village to
get a new building in place.
The result is a brand new threeclassroom building designed to our
earthquake-resilient specification.
The building was officially opened at

the end of June.
Staff and pupils alike are delighted by
the change.
Lekhbahadur B.K is 14 yrs old and
currently studies in grade six:
“In our old building we struggled
with the heat during summer
and the rain during the monsoon
season. Hailstones sometimes too.
The new classrooms provide a safe
environment for us students.”

Home at
last!
Gurkha veteran Prithiman Rai lives
with his wife Sitashova in a modest
house in Diktel, Nepal. When our
staff visited their home recently,
they explained that he had been
bed-bound since a fall in their home.
Clearly in discomfort, our staff
encouraged Prithiman to come with
them and attend the local hospital.
The couple were hesitant, with
Sitashova worried about being left
alone. After much discussion we were
able to persuade the couple, but only
if Sitashova joined us.
Given the remote location of their
home, we had trouble transporting
Prithiman - but through perseverance
comes success. Our staff used their
military training to extract the
patient, getting him to the road
and from there into a 4x4 vehicle.
Unfortunately the work didn’t stop
there. After two days of heavy rainfall
the dirt roads were treacherous.
Taking it slowly so as not to
further injure Prithiman, the team
painstakingly headed to hospital stopping to dislodge the car from the
uneven road on numerous occasions.

H O S P I TA L T R E AT M E N T
Prithiman spent the night in the
emergency room of the local district
hospital. With no equivalent of
the NHS that we have here in the
UK, treatment at hospitals for our
pensioners is paid for by The Gurkha
Welfare Trust. In the morning he
underwent further tests as well as an
X-ray on his pelvis.

After receiving his results, Prithiman
was transferred to a larger hospital in
Pokhara for further treatment. After
four weeks of intensive care, we’re
pleased to say that he was released
from hospital. Not only that, he was
able to walk out thanks to the new
mobility aid we were able to purchase
for him.
As you can see from the picture,
Sitashova is elated to have him
back home. This level of care and
intervention wouldn’t be possible
without your valued support, without
which people like Prithiman would
suffer in silence. Thanks to your
contribution, the debt
of honour we owe
him after his years
of service is finally
being repaid.
Sitashova was keen
to send her thanks to
everyone who supports The Gurkha
Welfare Trust for getting her husband
back on his feet and a smile back on
his face.
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Motorbike
training
As part of the Trust’s drive to deliver
a more mobile approach to aid in
Nepal, we recently partnered with the
UK’s leading road safety charity and
advocate IAM Roadsmart.
With a new structure to our work
in Nepal, we were in need of the
relevant training to ensure that all of
our staff are best equipped to face
the challenges that Nepal offers in
their line of duty.

S TA F F O N T H E M O V E
This new model has meant that a
lot more of our staff now need to
navigate their way to our vulnerable
pensioners on specialist off-road
motorbikes.
Enter IAM Roadsmart. We approached
the UK-based charity (with there
being no equivalent organisation
in Nepal) to see if they would be
willing to head out to Nepal and
support our staff over ten days of
training sessions near our head office
in Pokhara. Unsurprisingly, they
were able to find a couple of keen
volunteers!
Instructors Peter Doherty and Scott
Tulip got the call, and duly headed out
to Nepal on 1 April 2018.
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Upon arriving in Nepal they were
tasked with taking 12 of our staff
members through their paces,
selected from our offices across the
country, including Damak, Chitwan,
Lamjung, Phidim, Myagdi and more.
Over the next 10 days they took staff
through their paces.

N E PA L T R A F F I C
It’s fair to say that traffic in Nepal is
a little different than the traffic our
supporters may be used to here in
the UK. Though a shock at first, it
didn’t take long for the instructors to
get into the swing of things, as Scott
explains:
“If you want to overtake, sound your
horn. As you are overtaking, sound
your horn. As you complete the
move, sound your horn. If you are
being overtaken, sound your horn. If
someone drives towards you, sound
your horn!”
“After a while, though, it sort of made
sense; all of this madness contains no
malice; people will always make room
for you…”

TOP TIPS
The 10 days entailed a mix of field
work – tackling ascents and descents,
tricky terrain and riding through
water – as well as ‘classroom’
teaching, exploring things like safe
ways to overtake.

The training was incredibly wellreceived by our staff. Though many
were competent riders already, the
time spent with the instructors
allowed them to ask questions they’d
never had the chance to and to pick
up tips for some of the more difficult
aspects of riding, as well as a few
quick wins:
“I never knew picking up a bike from
the ground single-handedly would be
so easy. I have finally learnt the trick!”
Shyambahadur Kunwar – Welfare
Assistant, The Gurkha Welfare Trust

NEW TECHNIQUES
As our Field Director Steve Whitlock
pointed out, once the course was
complete these 12 riders represent
the only trained motorcyclists in
Nepal (to obtain a license in Nepal
you merely have to apply).
Concluding, instructor Scott Tulip
commented:
“The guys have had a full, intensive
course of instruction. They were
experienced motorcyclists in their
own right, but in reality that was just
machine handling skills. Road safety
and having a few options of different
techniques available were both new
areas. Are they safer than they were
when we started? Oh yes, without a
shadow of a doubt.”

OUR BIKES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our staff favour the Honda XR150cc motorbike which is built for both off-road and city riding.
It has a reputation for being both reliable and relatively low maintenance
We currently have 42 in operation across Nepal
They cost us approx. £3,220 per bike to buy in Nepal
We purchase them during Nepal’s Dashain celebrations - when many suppliers offer substantial
discounts
We hope to purchase 12 more in the near future
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The Nepal earthquakes:
three years on

25 April 2018 marked three years
since the devastating earthquake
in Nepal, which killed nearly 9,000
people and injured around 22,000.

T H E I M PA C T
The initial quake struck just
northwest of the capital of
Kathmandu at 11:56 (Nepal Standard
Time) and registered a moment
magnitude of 7.8. It was Nepal’s worst
catastrophe since the 1930s.
Within an hour, two large aftershocks,
with magnitudes of 6.6 and 6.7, shook
the country again – destroying many
of the buildings damaged in the first
one. These aftershocks continued in
the region during the following days
and weeks.

THE RESPONSE
The first few days after a disaster
like this are critical. We mobilised
immediately to ensure that people
had emergency supplies, food
and medical assistance as well as
temporary accommodation. Using
our local knowledge and network, we
worked with the wider relief effort to
ensure aid was sent to where it was
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needed most.

W H AT N E X T ?

During this period, we distributed
over 1,400 emergency packs, 700 cash
grants, over 1,000 shelters and more
than 750 solar lights.

In total, we raised around £7.5 million
for our earthquake response – an
incredible amount and one which
made, and continues to make, a
huge difference to the lives of those
affected by the disaster.

As the weeks went on, we turned
our attention towards the ongoing
support our veterans and their
families would need, including, in
many cases, new houses. We formed
our earthquake response team – a
team of 50 staff who dedicated all of
their time to getting our beneficiaries
back on their feet and in a position
to live with dignity.
Though they faced
hardships like fuel
blockades and monsoon
seasons, our team worked
tirelessly and achieved some
amazing results.
By the time our team finished their
work last year, we had built over
1,000 new quake-resilient houses
and repaired 300 more damaged
homes. On top of our home building
project work, we also repaired over
70 schools and more than 75 water
projects.

With the initial response complete,
we are looking towards disaster
preparedness and ensuring that our
beneficiaries are able to assess and
reduce their risks for the future.
We wrote in the last edition of
Samachara of the structural
engineering behind each of
our quake-resistant buildings
which cost us around £6k to
build. It’s imperative that our
most vulnerable pensioners
now have these buildings as
standard. With your support, we
can make that happen.
We are now also working with our
elderly veterans and widows, as well
as their wider communities, to ensure
that they know what to do should a
disaster strike - and have the plans
and the tools in place to reduce the
impact it will have on them.

Why disaster preparation in Nepal is key
Professor Dave Petley is VicePresident for Research and
Innovation at the University of
Sheffield. A geographer and earth
scientist, Prefessor Petley explains
why disaster preparedness is so
essential in Nepal:
“Nepal is one of the most earthquake
prone countries on Earth. It is wellknown that the Himalaya Mountains
are being formed by the ongoing
collision between the Indian and
Eurasian tectonic plates. The main
boundary between the two plates
is a fault plane (a sliding surface)
that starts at ground level at the
front of the mountains, and then
descends beneath the Himalayas.
Unfortunately, movement on this
surface is locked; every once in a
while it suddenly unlocks – this is
when a large earthquake occurs.

Seismologists have uncovered
evidence both in the rocks and
in human records of previous
earthquakes on this section of fault,
of which the 2015 event was just the
most recent. These records show
that Nepal is frequently affected by
very large earthquakes. The 2015
event was comparatively small, with
only a short section of the fault
undergoing slip. Much of the rest of
the fault remains locked and loaded,
and ready to generate an earthquake.
In addition, there are many smaller
faults, all of which have the potential
to generate a smaller earthquake
that could be locally devastating,
much as the city of Christchurch
was destroyed in a sequence of very
localised events in 20111 and 2012.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to
anticipate when the next large

earthquake will occur as earthquakes
are inherently unpredictable events.
We can anticipate one might occur at
some point, but we cannot pinpoint
when that might be. So, the only way
to reduce losses is to prepare for
the major event, knowing that will
happen at some point.

Fortunately, although
we cannot predict any
earthquake, we can
build structures that
are able to withstand
it when it happens. It
is these structures that
save lives.”

Our Residential Homes:
Meet the King who loves to sing
Our last appeal raised money for the
two vital Residential Homes we run
in Nepal. Your unwavering support
has ensured that we are able to care
for those with nowhere else to turn.
People like Rifleman Sancha Bahadur
Tamang.
Sancha is 97 years old. He served for
the British Army during World War
Two. He enlisted into the Army in
1943 at the age of 22 and then served
for three years with the 1st Battalion/
3rd Gurkha rifles. While in the Army,
he was deployed to Malaya during
Japan’s invasion.
In 1946, Sancha returned to Nepal
where he led an unforgiving life as
a farmer. As a father of ten, it was
incredibly difficult to support his
family with such a low income.
Sancha has a hearing problem which
means that he requires round-theclock professional support. Ensuring
that elderly Gurkha veterans are able
to live their lives in dignity is at the
heart of our cause. So, together we

made the decision for him to come
to our Residential Home in Dharan,
where he could get the care that he
needs.
Staff at our Residential Homes not
only ensure veterans receive the
correct medical care, they also
strive to make sure every day is as
enjoyable as possible by providing
regular recreational activities such as
dancing, art and gardening.
Sancha particularly enjoys singing and
dancing with the nurses!
He gets on very well with the other
residents, and likes to think of
himself as their leader:

“I am the Bassa (King) of
this Residential Home!
Living here makes me very
happy.”
WATCH A VIDEO OF SANCHA SINGING AT
WWW.GWT.ORG.UK/NEWS/BASSA-KING-LOVES-SING
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Tackling the London Marathon
Many congratulations to London
Marathon runners James Christy, Tom
Inglis and Alex McWilliam, who were
amongst the 40,000 runners who
took part in an incredibly hot London
Marathon this year.
The three runners completed the
gruelling 26 mile race in aid of
Gurkha veterans, their families
and communities in Nepal. It’s an
incredible achievement and one
that we, and our beneficiaries, are
enormously grateful for.

OUR RUNNERS
James Christy
Not content with ‘merely’ running
the marathon for us, serving soldier
James Christy did it in true Gurkha
style, carrying a 20kg Doko basket on
his back!

“I chose the London
Marathon with a Doko
because it is iconic of the
gruelling Doko Race all of
us have to do to have the
privilege of joining the
Brigade of Gurkhas.”

Alex McWilliam
Alex is a serving Platoon Commander
in 1st Battalion The Royal Gurkha
Rifles, based in Kent.

“I am running the London
Marathon because I have
witnessed first-hand the
incredible work undertaken
by The Gurkha Welfare
Trust in the remotest parts
of Nepal and want to
continue to support their
efforts.”
Tom Inglis
Tom was a school friend of Gurkha
soldier Ed Drummond-Baxter, who
tragically lost his life alongside
his colleague Siddhanta Kunwar in
Afghanistan.
The money he raised is going towards
the £98,000 cost of rebuilding Shree
Saraswoti Secondary School in
Ramechhap District, Nepal, which was
damaged during the 2015 earthquake.
FIND OUT MORE AT
WWW.GWT.ORG.UK/NEWS/LONDON-MARATHON-2018

Land Rover Burghley Horse
Trials Charity of the Year
We are the official charity for The Land Rover Burghley
Horse Trials 2018.
The world-famous trials will be taking place from
Thursday 30 August to Sunday 2 September 2018 at
Burghley House in Stamford, Lincolnshire. The three-day
event is a comprehensive test of both horse and rider.
Samantha Cherrington, our Head of Fundraising,
commented:
“By partnering with Land Rover Burghley we hope to
reach others who can help us in our mission to repay our
country’s debt of honour to these brave men.”
If you’re attending, please be sure to stop by our trade
stand and say hi!
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Our annual Nepal
conference
Delegates from our 21 Area Welfare
Centres across Nepal gathered at
our annual staff conference in May
to discuss their work, challenges and
what the future holds.
Speakers included Trust Chairman
Lieutenant General Nick Pope,
CBE, and a representative from
the Department for International
Development, with whom we partner
on our water and sanitation work.

Events and Challenges
Join us at an event this summer. For more information visit www.gwt.org.
uk/events-and-challenges

B U R G H L E Y H O R S E T R I A L S 		

30 AUG - 2 SEP

We are the official charity for The Land Rover Burghley Horse Trials 2018.

B O U R N E M O U T H F U N R U N 			

6 OCT

S A L I S B U R Y H A L F M A R AT H O N

7 OCT

Come and experience ‘running as it should be’ at the Bournemouth Fun
Run.

There’s always a great atmosphere at the Salisbury Half. Not only that,
you’ll see some great landmarks along the way.

From the archives
Riflemen of 2nd Battalion, 5th Gurkha Rifles in action
on the North West Frontier of India during the Black
Mountain Campaign of 1888.
Photo courtesy of The Gurkha Museum
WWW.THEGURKHAMUSEUM.CO.UK

Donations in
memory
W H Y L E AV E A D O N AT I O N
IN MEMORY?
By making a donation in memory
of a loved one, you’ll be helping to
provide vital aid to Gurkha veterans
in the form of financial, medical and
community support. Your help is
crucial in enabling us to continue our
work in years to come.

M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N
If you are collecting gifts in memory
of a loved one and would like
information, please call 01722 323 955.
Donation envelopes can be provided
for this purpose.
If you would like donations to
be made to The Gurkha
Welfare Trust in lieu of
flowers at your funeral,
stating this in your Will
lets the
executors
know of
your
wish.
Call
01722
323
955 or
email
info@gwt.
org.uk for
more information.

Gurkhas at the Invictus Games
The Brigade of Gurkhas have two
soldiers taking part in the next
Invictus Games which takes place in
Sydney Australia in October 2018.
Both have taken part in previous
INVICTUS Games in 2014, 2016 and
2017.
Lance Corporal Netrabahadur Ranais
is from 1 Royal Gurkha Rifles. He
was wounded in Afghanistan during
Operation Herrick 7.
After a lengthy recovery process he
was assigned back to 1 Royal Gurkha
Rifles to continue his service in the
British Army.
He was employed as a Company
storeman and is now a postal clerk
in the Regimental Headquarters
with 1 Royal Gurkha Rifles. He is
a very active individual and very
inspirational for the young soldiers
around him.

Rifleman Kushal Kumar Limbu was a
member of 2 Royal Gurkha Rifles.
He was wounded in Afghanistan
during Operation Herrick 9 and was
medically discharged due to his
injuries.

He takes an active part
in various activities
organised by Help for
Heroes. He has also
trained as a sprinter for
the Paralympics.

Christmas 2018
ORDER YOUR CHRISTMAS CARDS AND GIFTS NOW
Visit www.thegurkhamuseum.co.uk or call 01962 842 832 or visit the shop in
person at: The Gurkha Museum, Peninsula Barracks, Romsey Road, Winchester,
SO23 8TS

Mount Everest Range
Pack of 10 with envelopes
171 x 121mm £4.00

2019 Desk Diary
Week to View
210 x 260mm £12.00

Robin and Berries
Pack of 10 with
envelopes
150 x 150mm £4.00

2019 Pocket Diary
Week to View
80 x 170mm £7.00

Gurkha Statue in Snow
Pack of 10 with
envelopes
150 x 150mm £4.00

Toy Snow Leopard
140mm
£5.95

									

Snow Leopard
Pack of 10 with
envelopes
171 x 121mm £4.00

2019 Calendar
300 x 210mm
£7.00

Proceeds from sales are split
between
The Gurkha Welfare Trust and
the Gurkha Museum Trust
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